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ReSolve announces sale of Skills Matter
ReSolve is pleased to announce the sale of the business and assets of Skills Matter, which
provided a networking platform for technology creators, adopters and companies to share
the latest technology insights, experience and skills to accelerate the development of new
technologies.
The Company business was sold to Quad4 Group Limited on Wednesday 22 January. Quad4
Group was formed by a group of entrepreneurs with a history in supporting technology,
skills transfer and community with a mission to promote and provide world class solutions to
tech professionals across the world and support learning and innovation.
A separate sale of the CodeNode division of the business took place on Wednesday 29th
January. This includes a transfer of the lease to the CodeNode conference venue — the
largest specialist tech conference venue in London — and sale of selected IT and AV
equipment to CodeNode Space & Events, a Trifork Group company. Trifork is one of the
original investors in CodeNode.
Quad4 Group CEO, Frank Rodorigo, commented:
“I am proud to be able to relaunch this important community platform and work with the
Skills Matter team. I’ve been a longtime admirer of what they have done and I’m excited to
roll up my sleeves and get to work." He added, "We don’t simply want to restore this
community and platform, we want to help it grow and see it flourish.”
Mark Supperstone, Managing Partner, ReSolve commented:
‘We are very pleased to have been able to secure a sale of the business and assets of Skills
Matter. The company was very well-respected and it is particularly pleasing that the
technology community will continue to be supported by the new purchasers.’
About ReSolve
Founded in 2006 ReSolve is a boutique business advisory and investment house which
provides expert advice and capital to businesses experiencing difficulties, facing changing
circumstances or enjoying significant growth. Our absolute commitment to mitigate risk and
maximise value for all of our clients delivers positive results and business success.
www.resolvegroupuk.com.
For more information regarding this Press Release please contact:
Sue Wheeler, ReSolve Marketing & PR Manager
Email: Sue.wheeler@resolvegroupuk.com
Tel: 020 7702 9775
About Skills Matter
Skills Matter has been supporting a global community of over 160,000 technology creators,
software engineers and tech-driven businesses since it was established in 2003. Starting with
the relaunch of Skills Matter's’ SkillsCast video library, featuring 1000s of expert talks, new
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owners Quad4 Group will continue Skills Matters focus on continuous learning and expertled skills transfer providing community events, specialist training and consultancy, by some
of the world's leading innovators and technology experts.
For more information contact: Matthew.riviere@skillsmatter.com
About CodeNode:
CodeNode, UK’s largest venue dedicated to technology events, is situated in the heart of the
City of London. The venue provides 23,000 square feet of space and has an impressive
history of hosting events for startups, developer groups and companies like Microsoft and
IBM. With its recent reopening, Trifork, an original cofounder of CodeNode, intends to
further develop the space as a multi-purpose tech hub focused on fintech, one of its core
business areas, and will use the space to showcase its capabilities and those of its Londonbased sister companies, OpenCredo and Erlang Solutions.
For more information:
Contact: Sarah Bovagnet
Phone: +44 7 944 847152
Email: sab@codenode.live
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